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USA: How tight is the labour market? 
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USA: Inflation 
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USA: Cautious Fed 
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China: Slowdown continues 
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China: Short-run outlook 

y Stimulation helps—so far 

y Gradual further slowdown next year 

y Structural issues 

y Housing 
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Asia: Dampened by China 
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Eurozone: Unconventional monetary policy 
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Eurozone: Recovery has started…but then there’s Greece 
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Global economy: Back to trend or new normal? 
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Productivity paradox 
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Too much finance? 
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Technology: More for fun than for business? 

y 1979: Digital watches 

 Earthlings…still think digital watches are a pretty neat idea (Douglas Adams, The 
Hitchiker’s Guide to the Galaxy) 
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Technology: More for fun than for business? 

y 2015: Digital watches 
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Technology: More for fun than for business? 

http://www.technologyreview.com/magazine/2012/11/
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We dreamed of flying cars… 
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…and  got 140 characters (Pieter Thiel, co-founder of PayPal) 
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Big data holds big promise—but will it take our jobs? 
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Related puzzle: Why are interest rates so low? 

 

 

y Are low rate a new normal? 

 

y Negative rates here to stay? 
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Low interest rates: It didn’t start yesterday 
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Low interest rates: It didn’t start yesterday 

 y Real as well as nominal 
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Low interest rates: It didn’t start yesterday 

 y Real as well as nominal 

y Financial crisis 

y Deflation fear 
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Low interest rates: It didn’t start yesterday 

y Higher propensity to save? y Real as well as nominal 

y Financial crisis 

y Deflation fear 
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Low interest rates: It didn’t start yesterday 

y Higher propensity to save? 

y Improved capital productivity? 

y Real as well as nominal 

y Financial crisis 

y Deflation fear 
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What to expect? 

 

 

y A new era 

 

y The future ain’t what it used to be 
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Australia and Norway: Raw materials prices 
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Australia and Norway: Raw materials dependence has worked well 
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Australia and Norway: Raw materials dependence becoming problematic 
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Deeper issue: Productivity spillovers 
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Deeper issue: Productivity spillovers 

Effects on productivity of an increase in natural resource activity 

Norway 

Australia 

Source: Bjørnland and Thorsrud, Economic Journal 
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Outlook for the Norwegian economy 
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Transition to a new normal: Lessons from Finland 

y But: Norway has a Sovereign Wealth Fund… 

y …and  its own currency 

y Productivity suffered… 

y …even as wages continued to rise 
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Monetary policy can smooth transition to weaker real exchange rate 

y Inspired  byRBA hesitation in March? 

y Problem: Short distance to zero 

y Norges Bank cut in December… 

y …but has hesitated ever since 
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Housing markets: How much of a concern? 

y Interest rate an expensive tool 

y Interest rates should be used where they 
are most needed 

y Financial stability legitimate concern 

y But macroprudential instruments in use 
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